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A SOURCEBOOK FOR THE DESIGN

OF .41

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING .SYSTEM

VOLUME 2: YOU CREATE A DESIGN

, 1.
'

A PREFACE

This is one of six Volumes of a report which, collectively, is

intended to be a Source600k for the Design' 9f a Regional Environmental

Learning System. The report was' prepared undgr Contract 300-700-4028

v.
with t4e:Office,of Environmental Education.,

This six-volume report presumes some background concerning the

concept of a Pegjolvl Environmental°Learning System, and with

ehvironmental education as a whole. Considerable relevant background

was supplied in Volume 9 of the 4th Quarterly Report (A Descriptive,

Analysis of Environmental E'ducatión) and in the 5ih Quarterly Report
, .

(Conceptual Basis !or-the Resign of Regional Environmental Learning

Systems), both of which are available from the Office of Environmental

Education.

. Volume %contains an Overview of the Soprcebook, with short

summaries f'the other Volumes.

.11
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A SOURCEBOOK-FOR THE DESIGN ,

OF A
REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LEARNING SYSTEM

\

EnVironmental education can be perceived as contributing to

three great RurPbses ofeducation,. with empha,sis'upon qualifying

the learner to contribute to the ,clilization of the future. Agains?
*

this perspective, the special mission of environmental education

VOLUME 2: YOU CREATE A DESIGN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY -

can be stated in tapsule form: "environmental educaq!!,1 shoudd

equip the learner with a knowled0 of how to analyze interactions

among the major conponents of the total human environment, to the end

that the learnersbecomes able to contribute to thg/tivilization of th'ie

future through informed decisidn-making relevant to the environment of

the future."

Anelaborated mission statement presents -in a one-page graphic,a

set 6f outcomes desit'ed from environmental education, and a way of
m

interpreting how these outcomes are interrelated.

The mission statements provide a basis for proceeding toward a
I

design of,a Regional Environmental Learning System (RELS), The design

begins with the generation.of options fro0 which design selections will
. I. . .

later be made. Next the options are.sorted into categories. These
;

. .

arg examined to determine whether th y are necesgary in system design,

If they ar2deemed necessary, they, a e destgnated as systems dimensions, -

otherwise they are discarded. of,

A one-page drawing is prepared showing the options, grouped ipto

tem dimensions, and a tie line to be used in formalizing and'por-

tra -mg design decisions, This deawing is called an options field.

The ten-diMensions of the options field areithown and the options under

,thep dimensions are discussed.

The process of chooPng options is broken up Into three steps

to make,the work of the design group easier. A skilled facilitator

is needed to help the groip wOrk through these steps. Ip the first

'step theintedependence ol;dimensions is structutted. In the second

step.the group decides in whot sequence dimensions willIbe ad-

dressed in choosing design options, usil the information stemming
4
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from the first step. At Ite conclusion of these.two steps, the

,design group,has a pod understanding af the options, their

-interrelations, and the priority with which the dimensions will
;

be addressed in cboosin.g options. The third and last of the

three 40ps involves selecting option& io each of the dimensions

according to the ftiority sequence developed in.the second step.

As choices, are made in the third step, the selected options,

are tied to the'"tie4linev by'meOs of a line to show what has

lectpd at.any giVen pointin-the design process, and to

show th al esign' concept at the\contlusion of the process.

-"The collection of lineg'shoWinig the design choices makes,up the

options profile for(*e'system design., \,

Subsytems who contribute,to the total syStem effort can also
4

-

construct.O0tions profiles for their subsystem, and a visual overlay

of transparencies of options proftles'can be used to shov the

composite of the subsystem'prpfilbs, which combine to foim the

'sys.tem.,profile.

The'design methods are related to various kinds of projects'

toitntified in the Environmental Education Act. The specific types

'mentioned ln ihe Act include research projects, Jemonstration

projects, pilbt projects, and evaluation projects.

A RELS maybe a compmhensive project in that,it involves a

substantial scope wIthin the region; and also in that it may.or

may not, include parts of the fotir project.types mentioned.

On the other hand a RELS may be a comprehensive pilot project,

or it may be a comprehensitve 'demonstration project, depending upon

local situations and project aiws.

A RELS may embrace all of the kinds' (4 activities mentioned\in
4

the Environmental Education Act, bi&.it need not conduct all such tinds.

Rather it must provide focus and direction.

Evaluation that can ot address the content of environmental education

is not meeting the ultim te goal's of environmental education. Thus

other tyAs of evaluation should stress tiplefits that justify

support.

0 8
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CHAPTER 1 ,

A MISSION'FOR ENVIRONMENTAL 'EDU6ATION

q

4

Environmental education Can' arcely a6ance beyond early development

revel)", unless it can be perceives; in relation to the whole of

'education., If it can be seen in relation to the whole, then

questions of how to integrate it, how to resolve role assignments

or career directions, how to relate subject matter, how to balance

the allocation of resource's across various objectives, all can be

dealt 'with through modest hangj in the prfevailing frameWorks

--of education. If it cannot be seen in relation to the whole,

all such questions present roadblocks to the advance of

environmentekeducation.
v.

But we cannot perceivé environmental education in relation

to the whole of education, unless we ,havelsome perception of that

whole. Anesuch.a perception of the whole must be operational

to oiir thinking. L--/ f.
°Let us, therefore,'perceive the whole oj educationgfrom the

standpoi,nt,of,three great purposes. These may be stated as follows:

To put.the 1.earner in possession of the cultural inheritance,

To enable the learner to participate ifithe contemporary
C46rld

lo qualify the leaner tp contribute to the civilization

of the future

We may view each of these three great purposes of education as

overarching the wholg of educational experience, in-the sense that

they span .6'r past, the present, and the future. Within this

Framework', no discipline cap claim so4 jurisdiction. The routes

toward aohtevement of these purposes are varied: The emphases .

differ frbm discipline to discipline. The elaborat4nlf these

purposes into the vast realms of'human knowledge has produced the

educatibnal systems.that we have'today.

In ouT systems, knowledge is carved up like a chicken. Here one

filids a back, there a gizzard,-Ielsewhere a thi,gh, ind a neck.

Nowhere(: t seems, is the chicken a major concern.

.4



We bee look no farther thin our most reno ned institutions of
$

higher education to find the dilemma manifested. In the past:few

years we have.observed faQulties at these institutions grappling

with the difficulty of trying to define what constitutes,an

acCeptable progkam of study for a 1)beral arts degree or for

a business degree.

The student'faces an overwhelming 'array of college courses and

disciplines, from which the student is supposed to be able implicitly

to construct a satisfactory program. In considering' a revisikof

the curricullum in the liberal arts. Harvard University planners

recognized that there had evolved a monstrous array from which the

student was'able to elect a pot pourri of courses enroute to a degree,

tha't the capacity of the students to synthesize respectable

education programs-from such an array is severely limited. The Harvard

respaseoftias to restructuredegree requirements to move toward a program

one could a'ilticipate that students getting degrees would'have

some knowledge that o'ne might expect from educated persons. In com-
.

wh

, menting on the wisdottof this move, a University of Chicago.dean

remarked that he never asks the students to do what the faculty cannot.

More recently, in his Annual Report, President Bok of Harvard

- stressed the narrowness of.education in the School of Business, and

the need to,broaden the curriculum to prepare leaders to cope with

factors in the business environment,

We conclude from evidence of the type just mentioned that it

is possible to do better in relation to the second and third purposes,

and that there is recognition of this. But is there.adequate recognition

of what needs to*be done to achieve the second and third purposes?

our viewihese two purposes differ only ip terims of-their

respective time scales. For a capacity to participate in the con-

temprary world ought to imp4y informed prticipation; and certainly'
;

contribution to the civilization of the future ought to imply the same

-thing.

How,are we to understand what is meant by the third great purpose

"to qualify the learner to contribute to the civilization of the

future?" Does it mean to subject the personito a study of parts of

a),
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the chicken, assuming thereby that at some point in life a miraculous

cpacity will suddenly appear that enabTes the person to understand

file whole chicken? If this is true, why do we educate at all? Why

not just wait for &at power to appear, whereupon4t can'be applied

to any whole, including the whole chicken.gizzard?

«We have been advised by the philosopher, Alfred liorth Whitehead,

that we canftever fully understand anything. Some part of the know-

jb ledge is always denied us because we are fintte humans. But this

truth was.nO>offered as a reason to avoid the effort to comprehend

how the fragments of our world relate to each other. Rather it serve's

to alert us to the difficulty of such an endeavor,_and should suggest

to us that studies aimed specifically at understanding interactions

should become a part of our qualificatiah to, pa'rticipate in contemporary

.society as well as to contribute to the civilization of the'future.

If we do not doubt the three purposes, we may nonetheless suspect

that; 9acking the.capacity to integrate, to'see ipterrelatinships

adequately, we will forever lack the balanced emphasis in education

that carries these three purposes as far'hs possible within avai101e
.

resources and human limitations. Thus there will always be room for

improvement, for adjustment of emphasis. And if, 4n education, we

can make advances in our understandim of complexes of things, how

these complexes functton as wholes, how their parts influence the

wholes, and theraly how we, as individuals can "contribute.to the

civilization of the future" by the decisions we make as we "participate
,
in the contemporary world", then we can say that we are prepari6g

peoPle to be citizens, in:the lull.sense of the responsibility implied

by thet term.

While we cannot go back and explore in detail the reasoninio.of

the Congress.when the EOironmental Education Act of 1970 was passed,

cit is not a great lfap frdm the Wording of the Act to the conclusion

that the Congress h6d in ind something like what we have been saying

in the preceding paragraphs. Tile emphasis on relationships, on a,

4rocess dealing with....relationship", on "relation...to the total

human environment",'all point toward development of a functional

grasp of the whole as opposed to fragMented consideration of the parts.

Thus any elaboration on the Act, or any statement of mission for

,
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envipprimenfal educalion, can,be informed by an& tested against the

ideas we have set forth here.

Figure 1.1 illuStrates-in prose.and in graphics two of the five

1 definitions, of,euironmental education that *le presented and discussed

in'Chapter 4 of Volume) pf this 'sourcebook. As we'procee'd toward an

operatnal gtatement.of missiorl, for environmenta.l education, we keep

this definition in mind. n

AlSo we recognize the need for a capsule mission statement and

-An elaborated mission statemAt: The capsule mtssion statement is brief

and-general. The elaborated mission-statement is more specific.

The elaborated mis,sion statement should'relate to the three great

purposes of eddcation." It shoUld exemplify the kind of underaanding

of relatio*ips an& interdependence that it.recommends. And it Should'

provide a basis for.the planning and design of environmehtaT-learning-

systems. qr-

'ff

A CAPSULE MISSION STATEMENT.

Environmental education Olould equip the Iearner.:14ith a knowledge

Of how to analyze interactions among the major components of the

total'human environment, to the end that the learner become Ole

to contribute both to present -civilization arid to the claitlization

of the future through informed, titure-oriented, decision-making.

1.1
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urban
and rural
planning

popula-
tion".

economic
impact

pollu-
fio'n

energy resource
depletion

transpor..-
tation

conserva-
tion

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT

"Environmental educOrion shall
mean 'the educational process
dealingwith mar,i's relation-
ship, with his natural and
manmade surroundings, and
jncludes the relation of
population,. pollution, energy,.
'resource allocation and deple-
tion, co.nLervation, tronsptorta-
tion, technology, economic im-
pact, and urban and rural
planning "to the total human.
environment '."

The EE Act of 1970,
as amended.

'NATURAL
SURROUNDINGS

0

Fipre 4.1 uefinitions of
I v. Envirnmental

,flucation
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THE LARGE MISSION STATEMENT

'The Large Mission Statement is shown in Figure 1.2.

. Since the format of this s,tatement may be unfamiliar to the

A

read we will explain how to read this statement.

t.

v

w.

T read this statement, you need to understand the follbwing:

That ,eaii individual phrase in Figure 1,2:represents

a desired learning outcome,'an objective for

environmental education.
#

That tHe structure is,iiitended-to show how the attainment

of one learnin4-615ject1ve should help achieve the

'attainment of anothAlearning objective

That a box that conttins more than one learning

objeQtive is called a cycle

How to read a cycle

What is meant by a walk on the structure .

That g walk corresponds to ode .or more sentences

How to read thelsentences that'are .representedby a7.walk

on the steucture

Let us begin by lea'rning how to read a cycle.

Reading.a Cycle

To any pair of objectives that appear in a cycle; there coreespond.

two sentences. Oile sentence asserts that achievement of one,of the 4'

objectives should help achieve the other, an the other sentence

asserts that the converse is .also true: 1r example, in the bottom

cycle containing three 'elementt, two of the sentences would read

as follows:

and

"If the learner can abalyze complex systems, this should

help the learner achieve the capacity to synthesize

concepts from many different disciplines",

"If the learner can synthesize concepts frompmany different

disciplines, this should ifelp the learner achieve the capacity
4

to analyze complex systems"
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To sustain and ennarce
human development

To manage responsibly
the human environment '

4

1 To sustatn tne noun
environment

4

a

c mime responsibility
for envfronmental preser.
vation and development.

4

To dnvelop souncenviron-
merital policy

To resolve environmental
Issues

1

To develop sound
Ienvironmental pals

:13IYMUAL 'JAPING
:9JE:TI7E3 ,/

To develop strategies
to resolve enviOon-
mental issues

-0 D0 actively Involved
in local environmental ,ssues

t.:...r.-...

[

To foster (Hitter relations
between mole

and their flivironlOart

To 04 concerneo about
Potter relations between
people and tneir
envirrnment

-T

(s

To berconcerned about
the present and future
material and spirituel needs
of humankind

ITo cnoost between alternative
resolutions of tnv romnntil issUff

A A

o tiagnose 1 To value a narmoniouu i

1 environmental Issues relationsnip with the tive resolutions of

1
envirenment . environmental lefties

t

.----
I., pe aware of important o know methodology for To be aware of career

resolving environmental iesues opportunitiet in the
environmental Area

To identify elterna- To assess aflerna-
tive resolutions of
environmental issues

!environmental ittues

f
To develop an tntegrated

iappreciation for one's environment

To assess the long-term
impact of personal and
ocCuoational decisions

ITo underetand 1,004Cts of human acts
on the environment

*To pe aware of the complex
1 interactions and Interco-
twndpicies of environmental

To acquire insignu for
nvironmental anal ft

0 underitand linkages among
local. national. and

To be sensitive to different

I-o acquire tkills in lati To situate nvironmental To identify Important

collection on environmental WU'S iseueS in the next larger context elements of the environment

I To structure the elements of the
envirdnment into conerent atterns

[..

To analyze comolex

systems

To synthesize concepts from
silky different disciplineS concerns and principles

To know environmental

Figure 1.2 A Mission Statement for Environmental
Education (An Intent Structure)

1.7

"should help
achieve"
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A Walk on the Structure

Suppose that the structure 'shpwn in Figure 1.2 is enlarged and

is on the floor. Suppose that yuu are standing on top of one of

the boxes. If you then walk from one box A to a second box B,

following the arrows, you are...taking a walk on the structure.

Every walk generates information. Specifically, if you walk from

A to B, yoU can imagine that you are generating one or more sentencs

(depending on how many elements are contained lin boxes A and B).

Each sentence will have a Jbrm like those we discussed with respect ,

to the bottom cycle. There will be one sentence linking any

phrase in box-A to any phrase in boxB. For example, in walking

from the very bottom of Figure,1.2 to the very top, one of the

seritences you generate isl

"If the learner can know envirunmental-concepts and

principles, this ,should help_the_learner achieve

the capacity to sustain' and enhance human

development"

Two more such sentences correspond to this same walk, because

the bottom box in Figure 1.2 is a cycle with three learning outcomes. ,

Sentences on the Structure

While you will probably not want to botherto count the number
0(

of sentences on the structure of Figure 1.2, if you did you'would

find that yix) can generate 582 sentences in the manner we described

above. This would fill up about ten pages of double-spaced text.

So you can see that there is a considerable advantage to. presenting

'the maerial in the-format shown. At the same time, you should

not expect to be able to read such.a condensed page in the same

time as you would read.a single page. Instead the reading time

.to read the whole structure should be about the same time as it

would take to read ten pages.

1 '
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1 As you study the mission, perhaps you will be struck by, the

ambitious nature of it, as well ai,b.;'the difficulty of achieving

it., 'It is our belief that the challenge of.this mission has to be

met, if it is to be-met, by collective effort. We believe that

it is necessary to use an organized approach to achieving it.
,

We'believe that it is necessary to begin to divide up the effort,

knowingly and thoughtfully; in order to make inroads qn this

mission. That is why, in Volume 1, we set'forth approacheand

,a strategy aimed at moving ahead.

As' we mentioned'in Volume 1, we believe that learning about

environmental issues with a regional focus is one good way to,

try to move ahead. We also believe that the mission requires/
, .

attention to the design of learning ,)/stems involving a division

of labor, coordinated to work toward the achievement o the misst-on.

We do not see any viable approach to this other th n generation of

(
local'initiatIve, and we believe that this should begin with the

design of the,Regiong1 Environmental Learnihg System,'or RELS,

This offers a way to,move ahead with a tomprehensive project aimed

at. working.toward the achiev ment of the mission.
i

-, That is wiiy, in this Volume, we offer one approach to carrytng
1

ouea.c011ective design effort. Andtin later Volumes, we offer

an approach to-implemenlihg such a system.

;

1
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'CHAPTER 2

A POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE'ON DESIGN

Before we proceed to discuss.a methodologfortbe conceptual

design of a Regional.Environmental Learning System; we,want

[share a political perspective on such design. 0 r purpose is to

establish,a context from which we percelive desipn taking place. ,(

. It is inevitable that part of this co textwill b drawn frbm

theTast. More specifically, the conte will irvo1vetens1ons

that have been.appareni throughout the.his ory of the Officeof

Environmental Edueation,'and in Aes.teral documented discussions

concerning the Environmental.Education Act of 1970 and its

,amendments.

, We hope.to use this discussion ofIla political perspective to

bring'the environmental education community into a mo ohesive

ppsture towary environmental e'ducation. It is hard to see how ttiis

'be done without format recognitt of the tprisiOns. it seems
#

ta-us that some of the problems thatbeset environmental education

can be put into analogy with alcohism. They can't be cured without

admission that they extst, and then tJ can be cured only If there

is a strong and unflinching desire to cure them:

' CESISEE

In the begianing, it is important find a w4y to ex ess the

dominant feature of our discussiton. We have chosen the. coi ed word

"Cesisee",, which can per:haps be remembered as being something like

"sesame seed". 4

This wordis intended to reflect the combination of the -following:

O The complexity of the educational system*

The complexity of environmental issues

The complexity of envionmental education

Camplexity of the educational.system, complexity of enVironmental issues,
.and the complexity of endronmental eduCation.

I
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As we see it, one of the strong tendencies in resporAe to

-"Cesisee is to fragment. Abministration is.fragmented, issues

are dealt with outside the formal
4
system of education, education

.

itself is"fragmentbd by discipli4es, and dntegration is left to

tht untutored individual.

hr our'udgment, fragmentation is not an enemy to be /

eliminated,_Cyt rather a natural.phynomenOn that can be expected

.to coexist with holistic environmental education. Uhat is the

.enev. is Cesisee itself, not its manifestations. Thus prescriptions

for environMentaiseducation.need not discuss how to eliminate
. .. ,

, c
fragmehtatjon, However we may discuss wtys to tsake advantage .

of.fragmentation in buildipg environmental education,- I
;pp. the:other hanld, certain aspects of fragmentation have to

'be single -:-Out as pototially destructive. Rethember,it is not

tr:igmfint Oon as a whole that is bad but that does, no,t mean thitl

..t- T. toes no involve some undesirable features. .

1

. s

SPAMTU

We identify three undesirable aspects'of fregmeintation that

collectively are referred to as "5pamtu". This can/perhaps be

, remembered by associating it with "Spam to you".

- The three major ingredients of Spamtu are:
.

o The pol,itics of selfishness .

o Poor administration,of the EE Act
,

.0 Turf

The politics of selfishness_has been described in a series of

three articles in the Washington Monthlytby Gans, North, and 'Peters.,

i'espectively [1-3]. It is documented that the percentage of

eligible Americans who vote in presidential elections has been

declining substantially, and that this has coincided with a decline

-16 the icfluence of.the political parties.

The parties which, in the past, "provided electoral order,

trained political, leaders, honed the lines of political debate,

created a healthy competitive partisanship, andoffered the only

s51

41)
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possible means o'f translating political promise ilto legislattV.6

and Ocecutive aCtion" [2]ware Ming outrun by Political Action

Committees [3]. Established through election 1aAthanges in the

ear O'i, the PAC's have become fn increasingly significant-

rce fot what has been called the "politics of selfishness".

-Becoming known as "one-issue groups", the PAC's thr'eaten to

turn the United States into a "coMmittee of lobbies".

This d velopment is directly cou ter to the concepts of

envirm_lent 1 education as set forth n Volume 1. As Ralph

Bakon 11;tley, a wise philosopher of.education, remarked:

"democracy is that form of social organization which most delperids on'

personal character and morh,autonomy...the cultivation and
,

, firm implanting of enlighterld.good will in the body of its*

-. citizens is, then, the.fundaenta1 task of education for .

, citizenship in a democucy."[4]. ..

Enliptened good will means, to-the citizen, a kndWledge

ofthe issues facing the society, and the capability of
i

compre ending how t se issues are interrelated and intertwine .

deIt means the capa ey to analyze and resolve these issues 1

,

through of ideas, to arrive at positions that promote
e

the,general e1fve of the society when it is clearly in conflict

with postures of individual pressure groups.[5)

The poor 'administration of.the EE Act, especially in its early'
,

'years,' has been partly documented. The Congress held a series of

'hearings on this Act before it was passed. Thirteen days of

/ hearings are well documented in [6]. The variety of viewpoints

/ represented is notable. Anyone interested in the EE Act would find

this documentation interesting and informative. ; Yet almost as soon ,-

as the Act was passed, poor administration began to be evident.

One Might mention first that the authorization for the Office

of Environmental EduAtion (OEE) for its first year was $5,000,000,

but the first appropriation was just $2,000,000so that there was

a considerable discrepancy between what was authorized and what

was appropriated. This situation was to contihu4'indefinitely;

Then, in exercising its oversight function,,Congress.held hearings

to see how the executive branch w4rlt 'about administering the Act.

Efforts to exercise initial oversiqht are described in'fascinating

c;
4. '116
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[7].(introducing the-efforts) it waS stated that:

"Almost one year after the EE Act was pas,..ed
A

se ress within three weeks held three sets'

of oversight Kearings into the way the law
was being carried Out."

In these hearings it was clearly established that the executive

branch had been "dragging its feet".in moving ahead.to do what

the Act set, forth.. 'Evidently there was considerable role,

confusAl involved. The executive branch apriarently did norsee its'

role as orN o4.:'Sdi'ili'nisteri0 the law, but rather as one tf

eliminating it. This view 16 reinforced by testimony Oii*g.4--

in the House of Represeratives Report NO. 93r402, reflect:Mg,

,administrative opposition to he continuation of the DEE.

Official administAtion opposition took many forms, but one

. was to argue that enVironmental education was being carried out

a,much higher level than/was 'authorized in the Act, and this

made the Act Unnecessary and the OEE superfluous.

The minority report set forth in ,Repart.No, 93-402 misrepresented

the purpose of the Act so badly as to 4fiect a blatant Aistortion

of its purposes. The single purpose.of the Act, aSI'described:in the

mtnority report, had littlein common with the eight specific.'

purvs,p.identified in the 4-page Act. .

Figure 2.1 shows a comparison of Alfunding requested by
,

ant applicants during,the first six years of the existence .

o
1,

.

OEE with the funds appropriated. The huge.discrepancy between'

requests and appropriations was bound to drive a large wedge between

the OEE and those persons in the society who sought to carry out
,a

prOjects under the grant program set 6 by the Act.

Figure 2.2 showsva comparison of the authorizations and

appropeiations for the OEE over a period of several years.

Again the discrepancy between authorization and appropriation is

notable.

The OcfiCe,was.demonstrablov understaffed throughout the period,

ind was hampereeby being moved around in the bureaucracy.

[During our, n contract work,,the OEE has lacked a secretary for

most of the time, even though it is supposed,to 4 communicating

with substantial 'numbers of people.]
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What we are trying to pointout here is'that there was a-gross.

discrepancy between what;the EE. Act asked be done and tsLe staff
,

-and facilitles provided'to do'it, between the funding at7thorized
, AT.

and flit funding appropriated, between the funds applied'for and

--the-funds avatiable-,--and-between.the 1ntent/41:ff the-Act and the

way,the exetutive branch receilied and adMinistered it, The
..

inevitable consequence of this would be a4turning

4aw

from this

VY
,

o4standing legislation into other pursuits, many which, might
_ _

*be expected to A unconstructive.
4

As to getters involving "turf", vie can identify several

different aspects of this topic. "Turf", pf course, refet's io
,

th'se"-ttope of responsibiltty and authority.6f agencies and

individTals, and involves questions of overlap, conflict' of

utlici*O3ty, and the like. But at the individual level, turf ,

comes very close to the concept o individual human identity.

Thu$ it is a genuine matter for concerfl becayse of'how it touches

the lives of peopl9., is well as for its impact on programs.

the first way we will address the turf issues is-5Iajf that

people have found it very hard to identify and accept a "subturf",

in respect to the EE Actfof 1970% The EE Act clearly 'specified

\that OEE shouldobe "responsible for..:the coordination of,activities

of.tA Offite"of'Education which are related to environmentai.education."

Anyone who reads [6] and kouse Report 93-402 will see how little

. attention es paid to tfii On the other hand,-the Federal Interagency

Committee Education, estab Ished by executive order of,the.President

in 196 (updated 1974); saw no prol;lem tn estiblishing a "superturf"

4\\bil

k

for envir ment.gi education. Acting under'thedchair of the Assistant

Secretary,for Education, and through its,Subcommittee on Environmental

.
. Education Oaired by.a member of the Councilcon Environmental Quality,

a report was prepared titled "Fundamentals of Environmental Education"
_

'that did not even mention the definition of environmentei) education -

,

*

set forth inithe fE Act of 1970, but rather deew its impetus from

..

the'U. S. NatiOnal t. nv11ronmental Policy Act of 1969.

4

ft
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Other turf tssues reate to
stat)

utory reOkonsibilities of other

. ,
.

114 6 o
1

mission agencies. A survey reportpn Environmental Activjties of
,

,

Federal Agenci)ps [8] presented short reports from-each of\43 agencieS

to lielp the. interestledreader learn how these agencies perteived

their activities imenvironmental education.

Many of these agencies were involved in what they considered Ito

be environmental.education be ore the passage of the EE Act .0,1973:

However what they were doing,.and what was being done.at the time

of the development of [8], is only marginally resflonsive to the

challenge of the EE Act., with two or three exceptions. What the

Act did was.to define enyironmental,ducation in su&I a way that

previous definitions,or concepts of it were,included, not

as disconnected parti, but rather as integrated parts,. In effect

this satid that'while a lot of activity was going on under the

title "environmental education II, most Of this did not do the kind\

of comprehensive etegration that tho Congress felt,was veded.

ye interpret this to mean that Congress was identifying a

"superturf", in which the turfs of the various mission agencies

were included,- and to whieh no threat was intended. But on the

other hand, Congress was saying that something more needed to be

done that was not being done. Many o"f the agencits have ni shown
)44w

any evidence of reCognizing this. There has been little recognition

-of a sharing concept, and too often emphasis has been placed on

compbtition at the expense of progress:

o At,

For example, there are some who recommend that all available

federal monies for environmental education go into formal education

exclusively, while others put thejotmal education down kndtinsiSt

that all such monies go into.hOnformal education.

Schafer [9] called attentiOn to the turf problems,'ar insisted -

that unless mutual respect for'turf could be established amb1Tj

several kinds of agencies, enVironmentAl education would continue

to be held back from its geols. ,

We could go on and on with discussions of turf,.but.the point

is that turf peoblems have and will continue to beset environmental.

MI"
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'Thus, we see.Spamtu as a set of historical artifact& that are

part of the record of etiTtokimental educatfon. More often than

,. not, Spamtu ts an enemytof environmental education. Worst of all,

Spamtu tends to cast-light over all of thelragmented work that
(

.is'-going on, and make it hard to perceive it as a potentially

-S,Oergittitc-whole', with avenues for mutual respect, cooperation,
'410"

4

arta..effeCtiVeness.

,.

METHAROL

Against the combtned difficulties posed by Cesisee and Spamtu,

we propose. to.prescribe "Metharol". This term, hopefully, has not

been preempted by any prescription drug. 'It is chosen to re Present .

the dombination of Methodology and Roles, where a suitable combination

of methodology and roles is arrayid agacnst the forces .of Cesisee

and Spamtu, hopefully to overcome'the first and circumvent the second.

Before we descriiie Metharol a bit more, let us first look at

some other prescriptions that have been forthcoming.

In the light of Figures 2.1 and 2.2 and other difficulties we

have discussed, tt is not very surprising that the environmental

education community is not enthralled with the present state of

affairs in environmental education'. They have been active in,'

presentingt prescriptions. We shall now look at the most prominent ,
tY

II

a/4
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Thp primary recommendations of which we are aware are these:

A series of confertnces, beginning at the grass roots,

moving up Pielurisdictional hierarchies, and

terminating in a national conference on environmental
1

education 510].

(This would, ii.seems be similfir to the pattern that prevails in the

"White House Conference" series, such as is-iow underway in such

areas as small business and problems of tht aging.)

A National.Environmental Educwklion Center

(This would, it appears, consist of a "small permanent staff ...

augmented by additional full time individuals, detailed on a rotating

basis...an EE Advisory Commission" and would primarily be,involved

in "Tmotihg'collaborationV'establishing a communications network", °

"supportin .and participating in an international network",

.facilitat "public involvement", "monitoringiprdeess", and

"reporting on the-state of the art".M)

A National diimmissiron Environmental Education ,

Research

(This would involve a participative effOrt to develop an annotated

bibliography of research on environmental education; review current

learning theories and values clarification methodology, outline

.environmental education research strategies for the 1980's and

identify promising young researchers [12].)

These three proposals all seem consistent with Barton's commentary

on the stirte of environmental education:

"...the [EE] movement's number one problem is its
lads, of cohesion. We are many bodies (some federal,
some state, many private) in need of a head.
The arms, the branches, are all laboring mightily,.

but withoutenough,coordination." [13].

AlSo they seem consistent with Schafer's comment that it i/necessary

that four.groups cgme together in oAter to develop an effective

approach to environmental education: ,state departments of education,

state resources agencies, the federal establishment,

,and the many non-go ernmental organizations (citizen conservation

assopiations, business and industrx, professional societies, museums, others).
.....
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.
All of these recommendations have in common an allegiance to a

national effort i.e.,'something that culminates in action at t),

federal level.

tAle will o y say that there has been action at the federal

level, and as we assess it it has not begn entirely,satisfactory.

Funding has been miniscule, misunderstanding of the EE Act has

been common (whether calculated or due to lack of information),

turf sensitivity has been on the wrong side of the scales, and

like problems have been apparent throughout the environmental

educaiion movement, as illustrated by the existence of several

different professional or semi-professional organizations, none

of which appears to merit allegiance throughout the movement.

It is reasonablei it seems to us, to question whether the

prominence of recommendations for federal actIon results from

e'belief in the capacity of the federal establishment to be

highly effective, or whether other'things are being sought

that are less'prominent in the recommendations. .

In our view, there is a merry-go-round going on,in

environmental education where all the principel actors can

justifiably Say that each of the-others has been.deftcient.

Let us run through the list. Congress,-after 'passing, a brilliant'

but'highly-demanding piece of legislation, failed to follow

.through with appropriations. The executive branch.failed to

administer the law with dispatch and sensitivityJ The colleges

and universities failed to become familiar.with the politics

of the'situation, and did not provide support in the form of

informed political suPport. The persons involved in formal

education did not make much.effort to discover how to do what

the law asked for. The persons involved in non-formal education

did not mount a drive to helvOe formal education system' do its job

tn a way that would assist non-formal education groups to do what

the law asks. Furthermore, some of them tried to circumvent the

law to perform advocacy roles, and thus,jdopardfzed thevAct by

being selfi4.
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,

lef's go back for a moment to Cesisee. Figure 2.3 shows only

a part of the,structure that is involved in environmental'education.

With at least a s'even-level inclusion structure (bureaucracy at the

top, student's at ihe bottom), does anybpdy seriousfy believe that

additional bureaucracy can coordinate Ihis system?

It seems to us that what is necessary to make progress,in*

environmental education celtain things are essential:

Money to pay.for doing what is needed to make

environmental education work

People whowill do the work to make environmental
fi

education work.

High quality educational materials

A means of getting the materials into the hands of

the persons doing the education

'Proper self-allocation of roles within the

environmental education movement 44". Sk

04 Means .6 sustain the dedication and enthusiasm,of

the people_involved in environMental education

Of these, it is our belief that the people who will do the

work are available, and,that means of getting materials into their

'hands are likewise available': However four of the Six factors ,

are Still in short supply: smoney, high quality materials;

proper role allocations, and sustaining means. Therefore

we believe that it is to these four factors that attention should

be directed. Our first question is: As there a certain sequence

in which these,matters should be addressed? Our answer is yes.

The logical sequence is this: first the various environmental
A

,education entities now fragmented and kept apart for various ream*,

mostly associated with Spamtu, should recognize the immensity of

the task facing them, and form a single professional tociety.

This need not,mean initially the dissolution of their present

affiliations, but probably should lead tb this eventually, at least

for many of them. An annual meeting should be held. .Committees

should deal with tli'e several interests. Journals should

be upgraded, with high professional eview standards known and

enforced. Recognition should be provided through an awards committee
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that rewards hard work and achievement.

Second, as soon as there is such a professional group, the second,

thing that can be done is to recognize just what kinds of roles

1'

are needed in environmental education, and to begin to legitimize

these with an eye on quality. As soon as people oan begin tb

accept legitimate roles in environmental education:there will be

an opportunity to move ahead. Of course one of the first things

to do is to recognize As legitimate certain roles tqat are already

established.

Third, the society-should become tware of what is going on

in federal politics, and present a unified image to Congress of

genuine capabiltty and dedication to doing the hard work that

has to be done to advance environmental education. In this way

the Congress can be induced to part with enough money to pay for

a worthwhile expansion of environmental education activity.

Then the fourth step is to begin to produce the high qualtty

educational materials that are needed to do this job. This does

not mean just textbooks. What is needed in non-formal education,
4

for example, is often issue-oriented background informatiOn and .

processeS for managing the information relevant to an issue in

a respons4le 'and timely way.
A

.
If these four thihgs are done, we believe that the aims of the

environmental education leadership will be met in a very satisfactory

way.

'Our Metharol, prescription does not presume that the foregoing

will be done, as we see no evidence to indicate that it is about

to happen. Thus our prescription is designed to take advntage of

the prevailing'situation.

As we see the prevailing sitUation, there is sufficient impact

of Spamtu and such sufficient difficulty as a result of Cesisee that

we are forced to rely on a grass roots approach to environmental

education.

However we anticipate troubles at the grass roots that are much

like those we have already discussed. So our prescription focuses

.upon adding methodology and facilitator roles to the local situation.
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Figure 2.4 shows a five-level inclusion map that we believe is

easier to.deal with than the institutionalized structure in Figure 2.3.

In Figure 2.4, we have recast the linkage definition of environmental

eduOation,to show how it is distributed. The total- human environment

is perceived in terms of three parts: people, information, and sur-

roundings. The svrroundings include everything oth, erNthan people and

information.4

The people are perceiVed.through their values, their knowledge,

and the power that they hold through citizenship. Surroundings are

perceived in terms of built envirOnment and the non-person part of the

natural environment. \\

( j.50 information is perceived as consisting of topical elements

and relationships among these.elements. The topical elements listed

are those spelled out in the EE Act of 1970 .(as amended). The 'kinds
1

of relationships involved among these elements are classed to'include

comparative relationships, definitive relationshipt influence relation-

ships, and temporal relationships. The slant arrows in Fiere 2.4 show

where most of the deficiency in environmental educifion has been--namely

in dealing with the relationships among the topical elements. This is

precisely.where the EE'Act pointed in its definition of environmental

educ3tion, and it is where most of the substantive difficulty lies in

carrying out environmental education.

Our Metharol 'iorescription holds that the topical elements and

their relatkfiships can be dealt with through the :introduction of core

'themes into the formal education system, and through the treatment of

issues in the non-formal system. However we believe that a quality

treatment has'to evolve gradually through interacttons between the

formal .and non-formil tomponents of education. Moreover we hold that

the combined farces of Cesisee and Spamtu can yield only '(if they will

yield at all) to the introduction of two new roles into environmental

education.

30
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The first role is a facilitator role, and we believe tKat this

role should probably be filled from outsiA the environmental

education movement. It involves a person who knows methodology that

can be used'by groups to make groups productive, so that, they will

continue to work together off and on for'a-prolonged period, in

order to move ahead with environmental education. A

The second role is.a designer role, and we belie4 that-this

role should be filled locally from inside the environmental edtication

movement, augmented by others who can be attracted to take part.

The second role askA that people who may never have consciously*
designed anything take on a challenging and new activity.

In order-to make this work, ,we have developed a methbdology for

conceptual design (MCSD) that itself requires sub-methodologies

and requires the use of the facilitator pik.

Make no mistake about it. What we are saying is that if people

want td move ahead in environmental education in an organiied

way, as some of the leaders in the field are'syggesting, then they

need to become designers, and then'they need a design methodoAgy,

and then they need facilitators.

Many in the environmental educationmovement do not want to'l\-

be constrained. They feel that many of-the problems associated

with thei environment are caused b'y institutional constraints,

and that it is con4raint itself.that becomes the villain..

Intour view, constraint is not a problem per se. It is 'the kind

of constraint that isjØposed that one should tune* to examine.

We see some scienti ts whose image of the public is that of
/

an uninformed group too bu to work up scenarios, too uninformed

to make good decisions, too irresponsible to be trusted with

policy related matters, and too\independent to be a part of

responsible effort.

In our view, if faith is lost insthe public to do what they

say they want to do, the whole enterprlse is down the drain.

What,we believe the public can't do well; however, fs to work

together in ,groups in an organized, efficient way and make

goOd progress, unless they have aneacceptable\methodology and

an unbiased facilitator.

411
4

3 c)
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1

We khow of successful approaches to public is;sues where the

Metharol prescription has been carried out. Groups at Kent State

University, the University of Dayton, The Academy far Contemporary

Problems, and elsewhere have,found that the publi;c typically has

no interest in methodology or facilitation until'they find out'

that it works. At that point they become quiteiinterested.

This isisan illUstration of something about Americans. They don't

4 want to waste time experimenting, but they lik0 things that work.

Novrif the reader will not object, we wil no longer refer

to the Metharol name. It has served its inirpdse, we hope, by

alerting the reader to the nature of our pr4tription.

In Chapter 3, we pr$sent the steps in canceptuil design.

Chapter 4 suggests how such a design might elate to the

program of the Office of Environmental Eiluation and to projects.

An Appendix,furnishes information that wenthink will be useful

!r
to the facilitator role.

;

4

*

t

4.
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CHAPTER 3

DOING CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Me saw in Chapter 2 that various suggestions have been made

for improving cohesion, coordination, collaboration, and communication
I

in environmental education.
0

NJ

It is notable, we think, ttiat the word "mahage;1100t" seldom appears

in such discussions. Yet improving cohesion, coordination, collaboration,

and communication Al..7ffl among the most important functions of management

,in any organization.

Apparently what ts wanted are the benefits of management without

the institutional constraints that typically accompany management.

There dpes not seem to be a.name in the literatbre 'tor such a

phenomenon, but since that seems to be what is wanted, we will

-have to talk about it. So we have coined the term "vicarious

management" as a way of describing this phenomenon.

With vicarious management, financing is provided: cohesion is

encouraged, coordiriation is practiced, collaboration takes place,

communication is widespread, but nobody is in charge.
.0

The question that we face is how to achiee,this happy state

. in environmTital 4ducation.

A PREVAILING TRICHOTOMY

jt is our impression that most of what goes on in the relationship

between the public at large and the federal establishment that ,,

involvdtba flow of pnds from the federal government to outlying

parties can be placed into one Of three categories, which We collectively

call a prevailing trichotomy.

V

Case 1. Change the Law.* What is done in this leg of the milkstool

is to lobbY to getithe law changed. The rationale seems simple enough.

The law doesn't provide fundi-ng for what is desired. Therefore lobbying

is carried out to build a tase for what is desired, and to get it ,

written into lawand legitimized, so that funds can be obtained.

. If vicarious management is intended, then the law Must,pe tailored

so that thiS can be achieved. It must provide for all of the management

functions without the management authority.

4 (1.
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'.Case 2. .Circumvent the Iaw. In case"2 what is,done is to

pi-esent on4 face to the federal governmentto get the financing,

and then do an about face and do AerteverNas intended, all the

while maintaining a posture of innocence. This situatiom'-.

is fairly compatible with vicarious management, in'that`there is

no authority withtheyesource's and cloUt to cover allIkthe conceivable

petty violations, and the legal costs of trying to remedy the
s

circumvention may o'ften exceed any rational benefft.to the

government or to the country at latte, in any single case. I.
Only when the circumvention is massive may there be opptunities

to do more than simply make an example out of the relevant

actors.

On the other hand', it 1. hard...to see how cohesion,.coordination,

collaboraAion, and communication are served by this approach,

because it would appear that a certain amount of cover-up, lack

of openness, or outright lying would be incurred, in the belief

that.open,admission and documentation of circumvention would

invite prosecution..

'Case 3. Honor the Law. In case 3, a conscientious ef drt

Is made to honor the law. If this is done and vicirious management

/ is desired, one dilemma that ariies is one of making the difficult

judgment as to whether the law is.reconcilable4With vicarious

panagmenift.

Does the law allow for the possibility of financing, havinb

cohesion, coordination, collaboration, and communication, withut

having,anyone in a managemeb:rol)?

Still another question `t te addressed is whether the law

allows what one Wants to do to be carried out under its provisions

It appears to us that one reason we have so many lawyers and

courts is that th intei-pretation of the law is no siMple matter.

So we. would argue th t in attempting to honor the lawi-one should

make a conscientiou effort to correlate what is being funded

under the lltw with peci4lc provisions of the law itself.

u
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: Based ol our oWn expectjetice over a period of two yearlwin

working withthis legislation, trying to interpret it in the

feamework of envirqnmental education, and taking part An two

..technical-.assistance meetings,for grantees, it is our impression

that it is'not easy to establish a good correTpondence between

what pplicants for funds under the Act Ant to do and whatl.

the ct asks be done In environmental education.

° TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

A part of the difficulty that is encountered in attempting

'to foster environmental education under the EE Act lies in the

small size of grants, the large number of grants per year, and

the l2ad imposed on OEE. Thus we recommended in Volume 9 of

obs 4th Quarterly Report that the size of grants be increased,

the number of grants per year be significantly decreased, and

that longer terms be provided to allow grantees to'get organized,

carry out the work, and, report it in a away that would be useful

to others.

In the latest amendment to the EE Act, all such provisions

were made. Thus the opportunity is available to propose

more comprehensive activities (thereb9 increasing the opportunitY

for correlating what is proposed with the Act), to have more

time and funds to do the work, and to do a first rate job of

reporting.

However the question remains as to how to achieve the

Aesired vicarious management. In our opinion the kind qf

vtcarious management that is desired can never be fully Met.

As long as the federal law requires that there be\accountability

which involves showing a correlation between the authorized 1

it& *use of funds and the way .in whic1114are being or have been

. used, there will alway; be a requirement for responsible

management.

Nevertheless. it is both technically possible and economically

desirable to facilitate the drawing of legitimate connections

between what applicants for funds Vire to do and vhat the

law authorizes. *This can be done by the use of facilitators:.

whether drawn.from the OEE or from the ranks of professionals who

I u
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are highly experienced and qualified in helping groups use

information effectively, including the information bottled up

_4in their own minds.

In our opinion, there is a further way in which technical

assistame can be provided, and that is through the use of

methodology. We see the use of methodology as a way of he ing

to attain some of the elements vicarious management that se

be desired. A major aim of thelmethodology'is to assist grantee

to develop for themselves%e4ind,of disciplinelpat would
s

otherwise have to be provided through external' management

or not at all.

A guiding principle in the use of methddology is that it should

not, of itself, interfere with the sRbstantive aims of the group.

.
That is, it should not invade'the environmental education territory

of interest to the group. Rather'it should facilitate the

expression of that territory, and, the correlation 'of itswith

existing Law.' In this way, the following benefits are made possible:

An adequate proposal of what is to be done.

Correlation of what is proposed with what.the legislation

authorizes

Definition .of roles that are needed to carry out the work

Definition of linkages and inherent constraints that.

relate to coordination, communication', and-coherence I

'o Establishing a basis for responsible reporting

Allowing accountability to be established between the

proposed work and the V Act

Providing a framework for localproject direption

Improved understanding of what is to be done, and how it

relates to other parts of environmental education

Getting participation of those who will be involved

at the very beginning

Our suggestion for attaining these benelfits is to pursue a design

approach fo environmental education.
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A NEW ROLE

Evidehtly, tn4esking that local citizens adopt the role of

designer, a new challenge is betng added to those that already

are in abundance. We can only justify this by presenting a

means whereby design can be carried out, with the aid of professional

facilitation, in a reasonably short time, and reported to the
til

group in a way that summarizes the product of their efforts

compactly and usefully. A

With this in mind, we proposed to discuss a series of steps

ih the conceptual 'design of systems, in particular of a Regional.

Environmental Learning System (RELS). If these;steps are faithfully

followed, you will emerge with a design and it will be communicable

to others. In the Appendix to this Volume, we provide information

for the facilitator.

The.process that we describe allows for participation,

documentation, and iteration. The examples that we give are

illustrative only,.

MISSION STATEMENT

Design begins with the development of a milssion statement for

the system to be designed. We have provided an example Of a capsule

mission statement and a Large Mission Statement (an intent structure

for environmental education) in Chapter 1. These may, of course,

be taken over directly, or totally changed.

OPTIONS GENERATION

Design proceeds with the generation of options that are available

in pursuing the mission. By this we mee sUtements that'describe

system design features that might eventually be selected as pari of

a final design. It is well' established that in "gentrating ideas,

it is quite appropriate to forego criticism or extensive analysis.

Facjlitatorewill know how to make this step go rapidly, in assisting

the design group to develop their list -of options.

r
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Advances in methodbiogy within the past ten years have taught us

very efficient ways to generate ideas and to get these ideas

across to each other in groups. We will not elaborate on these

methods im this Volume, because we devote all of Volume 4 to

methods for conducting collective inquiry, including field tests

of such methods that show them to be favorably accepted.

Thus we believe that options generation should take place, in a

representative group, led by a facilitator with no stake in the

design but with a stake in facilitating the group to achieve success

in the task of Sptions generation.

It-is reasonable to suppose that a substantial percentage of all

of the options for a RELS can be,generated by a group in less than

an hour, and that in a period of 'two to three hours the entire group

can become reasonably familiar with the entire set of options.

SORTING OPTIONS

4 It has been our experince that, ratherahan look for categories

initially, it is better to generate a large number of options mid

then try to find categories i.nto Which they can fit.

Thus, after a large number of options is generated, the next

step is to place them in categories. If the number of options is

not too large, and'the options'are not too .complex, manual sortihg

may be satisfacto?y. Another altgrnative is to employ.the method of ,

Interpretive Siructural,MOdeling (ISM) described im Volume 4, and

use a group discussion method to'Sort.

After the sorting is finished, each category may be gixen,a

suitable mame to identify the category.

IDENTIFYING DESIGN DIMENSIONS

It is entirely possible thaik.the number of categories is quite

large, and that there should be a t9st to see whether all of th
P

options that were generated should be retained. Thus once the

categories are. named, a 9ast should be conducted to see if e

category is essential in a deSign.
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Each category is inspected,:in tuyi, and the following quesdon

is asked. "Do you 'feel that it'is necessary to specify options in

this category in order to pin down a system design?"

. If the'answer to this question is "yes", we dignify the category

by calling it .a'desi_gn dimension. If the answer to thiequestion is

"no", we set aside that categolly and its list of options. This set

0111 aside information may be valuable for other uses, but will not be

considered further in the design effort.

PORTRAYING THE OPTIONS FIELD

The next step is to portray the options field. By this we mean

that we get an artist or draftsman to make a drawing that shows

all of the options that are retained, grouped under the design

dimensions, and arranged so that as we proceed later on to make

design stleCtions from the options, we can so indicate by connecting

each selected option to a "tie line" drawn on ihe same drawing.

An example of such an options field for environmental education

appears in Figure 3.l. Here you see ten dimensions identified by

the letters A through J and the names that were assigned to theie

ten dimensions.

. 'You will also observe that each option has d bullet in frott of it,

and that there is a tie line extending across the options'field.

Later on, as options are Nected, a line is drawn to tonnect a

selected option to the tie linet This symbolizes the selection of__
that option, and maintains a raining record of the statut orthe

conceptual design of the system.

1
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DESCWIBING THE CONTENT OF THE OPTIONS FIELD

"The content of the options field should be explained in

writing as part of the documentatign accompanying it.

It is unlikely that any written description will be totally

understandable, thus the purpose in documenting the options field

is to convey most of the key thOughts so that a person readin

the documentation to get background for engaging in the conce tual

design can decide what questions to ask to,get more fully

aware of what is meant by the variouS options.

Some of the options will be"self-explanatory in meaning

and will Aot requite clarification. They may require elaboration

in specific design situations, however.

A. Basic L6rning Outcomes Sought. In tonstructing the options

field in Figure 3.1 you may observe that the basic lefrning owitcomes

sought were taken directly from the intent structure (the Large

Mission Statement) lid, in particular, were the lowest seven outcomes

on-that structure. (This is An artrce to.keep everything pn one

page for the options profile. However it is justified becaiise each

of these seven outcomes, if achieved, would help achieve all the

other outcomes on the intent structure.

Bo Presumed Learning Style. The learning styles mentioned

refer to the image of how a leaf-nen acquires knowledge, based

on the Piaget re'search and its successors. The learning of unrelated

concepts is charactesistic of children who haven't attained age 7.

Lear^ning in the representational style typically involves at most the

capacity to deal with two inter-related concepts, and is typical

of learner capability from age 7 upwards.'

Learning thrbugh formal operations typically requires some

kind pf experience with detailed formal operation% applicable to 4

the subject being studied. It'is argued from research that people

seldom can do this kind of learning before age 12, anii.that most learning )

that goes on is not represented by this learring style. ,

We pelieve that to attain the kind of capacity called for In the

mission, formal operations are required.

'4 As
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C. Presumed Learner Skills Base. We suspect that the options

under' 'this dimension will have to be sharpened in spetific design

situations. Common Way pf specifying reading levels are through

grade designations. For example, the average Ameyican is said to
4

read at 8th grade level .1 The New York Times is said to require .

b

writtnTat.the 10th grade, level, and the Readers' Digest ic sj1.4

to have required writing at the 6th. grade level.

Mathematical skills can be correlated with any Of the relatively

.small numbers of mathematics curricula used in U. S. schools.

Figure 1.2 is an example of a translatable graphic, and.the

text discussion accompanying ii showed how to read such a graphic.

D. Mode of Environmental Education. The varioys options given

in the dimension "mode" differ in what is stressed. Elaboration.

'has been given in Volume 9 of our 4th Quarterly Report, which is

available from the Office of,Environmental Education.

E. apIrereofEnvirortalEducation. We are not very satisfied

with the way we have stated the options under the "type",dimension.

If we 'ere doing this over, we would probably use the term "non-forTal"

insteld of "community", or perhaps, in addition to community.

In any tase, users may find a set of options Somewhat moretaportooriate.

to their regi-on.

F. Mediator Model. The "mediator" is the name given to the

person who is'responsible for supervising the learning process; Ley

the person who is between the learner and that whiqt is to be learned.

Sometimes this will be a teacher, but it may also be someone who is
A

'active in the community an&is not a professional teacher.

G. Learner Interaction Resources. We believe that these options

can receive'such local elaborat1on as may be atorqpriate.

The remairiing dimensions-are believed to be self-explanatory.
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STRUCTURt3NG THE CHOICE. PROCESS

06r experience tells us that the most satisfactory results

from group work are achieved when the effort is ,structured in such

a way that it achieves these benefits:

Contributions from everyte are facilitated by

the prockss

The group is not asked to create, in an ad hoc way,

the process that they will use to perform theit

task

Documentation is facilitated by an orderly approach

o Numerous decision points are defined and decisions

are made in timely ways

In;group desigm effort another key:factor is very important.

'It is very desirable toostructure the group work so that distinctions

are made between preference ands'feasibility. If there were no

constraints, no questions of feasibility in,design, then design woutd
\

be simply a qu9stion of arriving at what is preferred. Some theorists ,

have treated design in this way, suggesting that)eyeryone has certain

preferences and if these can be reconciled success is at hand.

But in almost all design work, preference can only be brought to bear

when there is aqtard-nosed recognition of what is possible.

One of the most time-Consuming difficulties In design stems from

the fact that the choice of .kome options may rule out the choice of

other Otions. It is possible that every time an option is Selected,

the optiAs field is diminished because some options are eliminated

by that se\ection.. The sheer mechanics.of trying to'keep all this

straight in an ad hoc approaCh are overwhelming.
,

Thus we propose to structure the group effort to arrive at an

initial conceptual design (subject to modification by revievrand k

iteration) into three-parts. In tip first part, the group explores

the interaction among the dimensions to get a view of how choiws

in some dimensions affect possible choices in others. In the

secondpart, the group decides in what sequence the di nsions will

be addressed to make gesIgn choices. In the third p the group

makes design choices following the sequence establised in the second

part of the work.

A
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One of the significant advantages of this t ree,part process- is

that by the time the grdup gets around to maktn selections of options,

they will have discussed the options sevgoral times in the process of

doing the first two parts.

In all three of,these parts, the services of a skilled and

experienced facilitator are essential. The reason is that the kinds

Of :tasks the group is being asked to do are.not the kinds that groups

'can do well under ordinary circumstances.

InToddition, tti group can benefit significantly if it makes

use of structuring aids,,kspecially the IS4'process described in

Volume 4. This process was designed to help groups structure

and to help them participate and learn while they are ,doing the

structuring. .A skilled facIlitator will know how to make this

process serve the group, and help the group accomplish the design task.

STRUCTURING DIMENSIONAL CONSTRAINTS

We wish to develop the task of structuring dimensional constraints

in detail with an example, so that it will be quite clear as to what

is beiqg'said.

Suppose that-we take, as an paMple, a part of an options field

that we might find useful in desieng an automobile. We choose this

-example as one that t,',/e think many people will be familiar with.

Suppose that dimensi9n A is t4 4eight range of the car, and we will "

have three options:

3000 to 3499 pounds

3500 to 3999 poupds

6 4000 to 4500 pounds

Suppose that dtmension B is the desired highway gasoline Mileage, and

we have these options:

10 to 15 miles' per,gallon

e 15 to 20 miles per gallon

*o 20 to 25 miles per gallon

25 to 30 miles per gallon

Suppose that -dimension C is the color of the car, and.we have these options:

Black

u.
YelJow
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Ip-what we are.going to describe next, we, want the reader to

undertt-a-n4-Aatall of the_effort can be dealt witiT?AtbdarV

. coputer, except answer-iv cr.,tAin key questions. ...So you should

not suppose that you woul-8 be engaged in filling in big tablbs.

What would be desired from studyrg th'e constisaints would be

information equivalent to what we show in Figure,3":2.

ITEM .1

A

C

ITEM 2

B.

Yes-7--No.

Yes - No

No No -

Figure 3.2

What .k shown in Figure 3.2 is answers to.six questAonEo a 1 of

.e
which are of the following type:

"Is there some option tn dimension ITEM 1) which, if

selected, would eliminate an option in dimension (ITEM 2

, For example, one question would be:

?Il

"Is there some option in the weight dimension which, if

selected, would eliminate an 4tion in the mileage dimension?"

We are asking,about whether an option in dimension A would, if selected,

eliminate an option in dimension B. What we indicate in Figure 3.2,

in the column headed by B, is a "yes" answer to that question. Ihis

l'efiedts our assumed knowledge that,'for example 9 if we require thA

the car weigh between 4000 and 4500 pounds, we will not be ab.le,to

get 25 to 30 miles to the gallon. Thus there is an option ih dimension A

that, if selected, would eliminate an option in dimension B.

, On the otber hand, there is no reason to suppose that a choice of

color under dimension C would in any way affect the weight or mileage

of the cap: This is 40 there are two "no" answers in the row of

jigure 3.2 labeled C.
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The way the gathering of(the information would ta6d'place is

that the group would be asked to discuss and decide on the answer
4

'to the question for eyery possibleordere'd pair of dingasions.

In our example, we would'ask about (A,B),IA,C), (B,A), (133C),.
#

(C,A) and (C,B),Isoithat six questions'would be asked of the wftoup

in'order to construct Figure 3.2. With more elaborate options

fields, mire questions would be asked. hese questions all must

be "considered in arriving at a desilni. This is because you have

decided previously that every dimension must be addressed in order

to arrive at a design.

Once such 'information is'gathered, it is possible to group'

dimensions in a way tha:t'the group can be helped.in, arriving at

a4good sequence for making design choices that takes into account

the cOnstraints that,you have identified.

In Uur.dexample, we see:that dimensions A and B are intimately

related, and so we would want to consider these)dimehsions at about

the same time in our options selection. On tlle other hand, we see

that dimersionC could be'chosen either first or last, according

to preference, because it has no effect on the other choices.

The skilled facilitator will know how to use this constraint

information that you have supplied to help you deoide in what,

order to'address the dimensions for purples of making selections,.

Specifically, qatever cf;sters of mu4al constraint you have identified

will be kept4together as clusters, as you go through theAext step.,

SELECTING THE SEWENCE OF DIMENSIONS

Vow that you have studied and organized the constraints om he

design, the next sep is to select 66 sequencesof dimens ons n which
ov 4y.

you wil ,-mqe the choides of options.

.Onc d'gain this process rpquires facilitation, and denefits

donsideraOy from the methods of collective-inquiry described in
)

Volume 4.

tet us pick up on our example from the previous section to

show what would happen here.



In that example, there was a cluster consisting of dimersions'A

and B, such that a choice in^either,could eliminate one or more

choices in the otoper. However dimen ion C did not constrain either

of the other dimensions.
41

First you will be asked.what your.preference is in selecting

within a cluster. In. clue example, you would ge asked to decide whether

'Yob wanted to select the weight first or the mileage first. If you

decided to pick the weight first, then you would automatically pick

the mileage secohd, because-the two dimensions are in a cluster.

Then you would be asked whether you wanted to choose he color

before you deal with the weight and mile'age, or whether you want

to choose the weight and mileage before You choose the color. ,

In this way, a svuence for addressing diiensions, such as (A, B, C)

or (C, B, A), or (e, A, .13) would be achieved. This would be the

final step in preParing to choose options from the options field.

CONSTRUCTING AN OPTIONS PROFILE

The Rpxt step in doing the conceptual system design is to discuss,

each dimension, in the Order previously selected, for the purpose of

deciding which option or options under the dimension will be selected

for tyie deiign. If the sequence (C,A,B). were previously chosen, for

example, then the ffest choice would be made of the color of the car.

.
The next choice would be made in the dimension of weight range.

And the final choice would be made in_the dimension ot highway mileage.

Each time an option is selected, d line is drawn on the options

field tying that opti9n to the tie line. As mentioned earlier, this

enables the group to keep a running record of prior choices, and provides

for a final display of the entire set .of choices. The completed

picture, showing all dimensions, options, and selections iled to the

tie line dgluments the outline of the design. The lines that are

N

drawebn the options field are called the options profile.

When options have been selected in a given dimension, t4e group

should refer to the.con traints identified in a prior step, and use

that information to see wh t options have been tilled out, if any,

and draw a line through them efore proceeding. This simplifies the

continuing steps in constructing the optlions profile. Also it may

cause thq group to rethink their selection of options.''
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.0ne must consider the thought that the credibility of decisions

depends, in part, on the ability to.explain why certain options

were not selected. Indeed, a full explanation of why certain options

:1 were selected logically involves an explanation of why certain others

were ncrt selected.

of Also it is important to realize that one reason for not selecting

certain options for the system design can often tv that those options

are being handled by some other means. Thus the system being designed''

need not take on the responsibility for implementing /hose options.

When the options profile is fin;ished, it becomes a vehicle for'

moving ahead with the design in greater detail, and for moving ahead
%

with implementation plans.

It is good practice to let a completed options prdfile sit for

a few days and then review the entire pro6ess by which itk,was

constructed, including all of the reasoning that went into it.

This may suggest the need.for changes, or it may reinforce the

thinking that produced it.

OVERLAYS

Noti,ce that if-an.options profile has been completed for a RELS,

it may be true that a great many options have been selected because

of the relatively broad scope of a RELS. This establishes a broad,

scope, but it may be too broad for some purposes. For this reason,

one can consider repeating the same process to develop one or morb

additional options,profiles for parts of the RELS. For example,

an options profile could be constructed for secondary education alone.

Or an options profile could be constructed for non-formal EE, etc.

If several options profiles were constructed on transparencies,

they could be laid ovqr the options field in the form of overlays,

and one could then see,how the diArent parts of the RELS have

joined to form a cowposite optiops profile for the RELS: Thisyould

'be a way to show very quickly and easily with,an, overhead projector

'bow the cooperating greups expect to join forces to deal with the

total set of options for the RELS.
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It seems hillhly advisable thatlif the RELS is thought of 4.

being comprised of cooperatingfgroups, and if an options prOfile

is prepared by one of these groups, there should be observers

present from the other groups. This would enable_all the groups

to gain the understanding needed to help see who is planning to

do whA in the RELS. Odr concern here is not pr41ly with a

tidy division of labor, although that is certainly helpful.

Rather our concern is to develop and sustain a way for the separate

groups to help,each other in various ways. There is little point in

having a RELS if it simply furnishes an,umbrella for several

independent ,groups to'giS their Own ways, precluding the significant

educational benefits of interaction..

WHAT HAPPENS NEXY?

After the options pgfile(s) have been developed, what happens next?

Volume 3 is intended to assist with-subsequent developments. In

Volume 3 you will see source material related to developing a RELS

based on a conceptual qsign of such a learning system..

4

r- 4
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CHAPTER 4

PROJECTS AND TK ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATMN ACT
4

Some of our readers will want to know how the RELS concept

can be related to projects and to the Environmental Educatidh Act

of 1970, as amended. We Pxpect that the following kinds of.questions

might be raised: ,

HoW does the RELS idea relate to the ft-Act?

11What kinds of projects does the EE Act specifically

mention as being appropriate for funding under the

Act?
40

Suppose I wanted`to interpret my own project idea as

a RELS, or through the RELS idea. Can this Sourcebook
'S

help, and is this consistent with the EE Act? ..

Does.the RELS idea include .all the kinds of projects

meoptioned in the EE Act, or Only some kinds?

In this Chapter we will consider questions such as these, in the

hopes that our comments will help make this Sourcebook more useful

to those readers who have interests fin projects that might beiupported

under the EE Act.

TYPES OF PROJECTS

While the Act does not require that projects be categoriked in

these types, tfie Act does specifically mention these types:

. Research projects [Sec. 353 (4) (1)]

Pilot projects [Sec. 353 (b) (1).]
4

Demonstration projects [Seo. 353 (a) (III
Evaluation projects [Sec. 353 (a) (1)]

In addition to mentioning'these types tf project's, the Act also mentions

a variety of tctivities that could be carried out under projects of ,

these types.(or as a mix of these types), including curriculum,developMen

disseminatton, community education, etc.

To simplify our presentation, we shall use the language af these

types as representative of the EE Act, but will also consider_combinations.
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We present a structural image of,the four types of projects

in Figure 4.1..
I.

fISEPIICH

PROJECT

EVALUATIdN
PROJECT

PILOT
PROJECT

EVALUATION
PROJECT

Figure 4.1

DEMONSTRATION
PROJECT

EVALUATION1
PROJECT

The horizontal broad arrows in Figure 4.1 represent a typical

evoTution that'may be spread out over several years. A research

project develops knowledge, methods, plans, system concepts, etc.

Those thet prove worthy of further action find thejr way into pilot

projects aimed at assessing their merit in real situations.

When pilot projects are judged to have particular merit, they may

be followedby demonstration projects. The demonstration projects

give an oppoi-tunity to,revealto many others what is going on in

a parttcular local environment, and provide for the,transfer of

validated knowledge,,gOods, practices, etc.

The!evaluation projeft has no life of its own, but attaches to

the several types of projects. The vertical two-way arroitin

Figure 4.1'represent th)s kind of attachment. Evaluation al'Isows

an opportunity,both to improve the project activity and to help

assess and convey the results of that activity to audiences beyond

the project.

Figure 4.1,is highly simplified. A more realistic image of

.
what might be expected to occur in practice would recognize that

a pilot' project typically draws'on several research projects, as

well as on accumulated experience. A demonstration project typically

might be expected to draw on several pilot projects, as well as on

accumulated experience:.
.

41r
(V
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Also, in Figure 4.1 we have not shown any source of support for these

activities. But in practice there will be one or more agencies of insti-

tutions providing support. They will have evaluation requirements that may

gO beyond,those that simply relate directly to the projects.

THE RELS AND THE. PIJECT TYPES

Nothing in the EE Act reqUires that a project be limited to one of

the four types shown in Figure 4.11. It is our belief that a RELS may -

contain elemènts of all four types of projects. kn th4 respect a4RELS

may be a comprehensive project, in which some research, some pilot'activity,

some demonstration activity, and some,evaluation activity go on in a

coordinated.wa3i.

'On the other%and, a RELS could equally well be considered to be

either a pilot project or a demonstration project, with accompanying

evaluation, depending on the particular circumstances' in the region.

It could still be a comprehensive project, even if limited to the pilot

or demonstration type.

A amprehensive project acquires that status by virtue of the scope

of its activity and potential consequences, rather than by virtue of being

put into one or some combination of the,types shown in Ugure 4.1 .

ihere is a tendency within the government to classify projects as

servjce projects or demonstration projects,* In the former instance,

the primary aim of the project is to deliver certain kinds of services

to a target group (in environmental education, this would be tht target

group identified in a grant application, for example). Tke demonstration

project; on the other hand, is much more concerned with showing persons

outside the project geogra410ca1 domain that certain practices are '

exemplary and.deserve to be considered for adoption elsewhere.

One may notire, however, th'at such limitations as are placed on

(,....Lrojects by such labels aslithese sometimes oversimplify what goes' on.r
It is easy to imagine that a demonstration project would be a failure

if it did not in some way provide services in an exemplary way. '

Likewise it is easy to imagine that considerable opportunity might be

lost if a good service project did not have the opportunity to demon-

strate its exemplary characOr,

* For a good discussion of demonstr;ation projects, see John E. Dawson,

"Why do Demonstration Projects?°, Anthropology and Education quartlirly,

8(2), May, 1977,3 95-105.
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4

While the legislation and regulations often appear to constrain

projects to flt into pre-selected categoriis, it is often true lat

such constraints xe imagfned rather than real:' It is a pity.if

persons who have good ideas do not incorporate them into carefully

planned grant applications, in the belief that the-merit will be

recognized.

Thus in planning a RELS, for example, one might propose a judicious

balance of research, pjlot, and demonstration activities, justifying

7this balance in the light of the regional situation, and in lerms of

such matters a$:

9 What research needs to be done as the project proceeds

to help assure success in,some dimension(s)?

o What do we understand well enough that we can do 0 genuine

pilot test to see whether success can be achieved?

o What do we need to do that has already been piloted, and

found successful in the pilot test, that now deserves to

be demonstrated?

o How can the'evaluation that is needed be directed to the

most fruitful parts of the activity, with 'due concern

for helping the project pedple while providing necessary
-

documentation to suppOrting agencies or institutions?

But the word judicious ts crucial. This implies that there id a genuine

need for such a balance and that there is sufficient managerial

talent to be able to handle the varied aspects of the project. Where

one or both of these conditions is not met, lesser aims should probably

be considered.

A RELS AS A COMPREHENSIVE PILOT PROJECT

If one should undertake to design and develop a RELS as a
J

comprehensive pilot project, it would be understood that the

comprehensiveness would stem from a genuine joining' of talent from

'formal and non-formal education, with the latter emphasizing regional

environMental issues .(tempered by the definitions of environmental

. eLcation given in Volume 1 of this Sourcebook), and the former emphasizing
t

ways to improve en4ironmental leating in the formal sy tt\ The

two groups would interact and provide mutual assistance '
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Identification as a pilat project would be exemplified by the

care with which'what is done is documented,:and laid open to evaluation,

giving consideratin, to the poSsibility that'the pilot project might

evolle into a demonstration project. In this case, one would find it

'essential,to give a'solid answer to the question: "Whai is found

in thisyilot project and in its evaluation that is worth

lemonstrating?"

A'RELS AS A COMPREHENSIVE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

If dne should undertake to design and develop a,RELS as a

comprehensive demonstration project, then it goes without saying

that there must be some thirlgs to demohstrate that have given

prior eyidence of worth. Also the comprehensive features mentioned-
. ,

previopsly would be present.

It is especially worth notingithat in conceptualizing a RELS

as a demonstration project one could incorporate in atemonstration

numerous results of pilot projects carried out at a variety

Nilof places. We have iden ified &variety of projects that were

sponsored by OEE that appear suitable for consideration in

regional settings. These are discussed in Volume 8 of our 4th

Quarterly Report under the title "Regional Materials AnMyses".
. ,

A few additional examples, of possibilities ve as follows:

o A demonstration prOject could be designed around dt
. (

collection of prior grant results frompEE grants,

by screening on.criteria involving prior formal

evaluation .or on particular topics such as energy

or land use. Reference can be made to Volume' 1 of

this Report, where results of past grants are listed.

o A demonstration projelt Could be designed to show

how the various methods of collective inquiry 1

presented in Volume 4 can be used in both formal and

non-formal eduGation. \Field tests with both formal and

non-formal representation have indicated that these

methods are quite useful, as indicated in Volume 4.

t.)
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o A demonstration project.aoyld be designed to show how the

interpretive structural modeling process can be used on a

broad scjile in both forMal and non-formal education as a Means

of learning about environmental Anteractions. This'process

has been pilotitested in the Chaminade-Julienne Highlichool',

84

Dayton, Ohio'i,, and reported in USE OF INTERPRETIVE STRUCTURAL

, 'MODELING IN ENVIRONMENTO STUDIES At THE SENIOR HIGH LEVEL,

/.7,

,

UDR-TR-79-27, by Karen 0..Crim, prepared under Grant G007700611

from the Office of Environmental Education.

While the classification of projects as research projects, pilot 1

projects, demonstration projects and evaluation projects is well-founded,1

there may be times when it is desirable to consider combinations. We are

particularly prone to suggest the combination of a pilotand demonstration
.

project under certain circumstances. Suppose, for example, that virtually

all the coMponents of a proposed p7.10ilot project.have been testedgindividu-
1,

ally, but have never been brought together in a single project. Under

. these conditions, it would seem ta offer economies'of scale to conceive

a project that As intended to be a pilot project, but which would also

involve most of the elements of a demonstration project. With such a

project, observers could determine ahead of time the historof of development of

components, and thus be in a poSition to comprehend the goals, development

and acti;iities of a pilot projectObs it unfolded. This would go a long -

way toward facilitating the problems of transfer of knowledge and exper- .

ience to other locations in ways not readily achieved for complex projects.

It would be quite interesting to do a pilot project to see whether

local people can design and develop a RELS along the lines described in

this Sourceboqk, and to see what local beipefits and dysbenefits emerge in,

the:process. But it would also be interesting to involve oilSidq persons
v

7,

.

'as observers, so that they could learn from the evolution of the pilot

test and be in a position to prOred with a set of demonstrations else-

whPre, should the results be sufficiently favorable. .

,

,

The rela ive complexity of RELS design and development supgests that

this would be more economical way to 'conceive of such a prOj6ct,
,

rather than to ollow the potentially more costly and less efficient

serial sequenc .

4

I



EVALUATING AIRELS
e 4

From the previous discussions, it should be clear that evaluating

Il
a RELS can be very important.' However it should also clear that

there is no formula that.can be given for RELS,evaluati n.

The way it will be evaluated will depend upon how it is conceived.

If it is a combination of research, pilot, and,demonstration

activities, the evaluation will mirror that. If it is just a pilot

project, the evaluation will mirror that. If it is a demonstration'
.

project, the evaluation will mirror that..

4 While evaluation itself i,complex, and the state-of-the-art

of evaluatjon as a scholarly endeavor is matter of contention

(5ee, for example, Volume 6 of this Sourcebook or the publication:

'Proceedings of the Nationd$ Academy of Edlapon, Vol. 3,1976, pp. 81-107,

'a review by a 'Task Force of the Stanford Evaluation Consortium edited,
.0 by Lee Ross and Lee J. Cronbach of the Handbook of Evaluation Research

edited by Marcia Guttentag and Elmer L. Strdening), we can

simplify our discussion by saying that three primary reasons for

evaluation come to mind: ,(a) if done during a project, to help the

prqject 'Staff A a good job, (b) to validate that certain materials,
/

practichs, processes, methods, etc., produced certain outcomes, /

(c) to'provide funding agencies or institutions with a partial basi9/'

for deciding whether to allocate funds.
/

In our opinion, the most impqrtant ultimate evaluation in environmental

education-will be keyed to the 4efinitions of environmental educa ion

given in Volume-1, and will show.that it has been possible in pr ctice

to achieve what
4

those definit ons ipply. This has certain implfications

for who will do this evaluat.on. It will be necessary to appr ach it.
.,

in a multi-dimensional way, ut one key dimension will be a R od knowledge
0

of.the content base of the subiect.

In/the absence Cf that kind of capability, we can,expect that eva14- ,

tions will still be useful. But until that kind of capability is achievk

we expect that most evaluations will be well-advised to.give due concern to

reporting needs'of those funding aconcies who, in the early stages of develop-

ent of a field of study, operate mostly on faith, and desire to move more in

!ihe direction of fact.

i . # 1
i
. \
1

H e()
i
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INCLUSWITY OF THE RELS
0 I

In our judgment, the RELS'should.not deliberatelY exclude

activitlps mentioned in the EE Act. But realistically one cannot

do everything tn one project.. Thus the RELS should embrace those

other.activ4tes that it cannot focus on, but it should drive hard

in selected areas. No recipe 'can be given.for precisely what t ese".

serected areas should be, but certainly the definitioris of envi onmental

education given in Volume 1 and the options listed in the OptionS

Field should help stimulate discussion in this respect.

The RELS idea is best seen as a means of fdcusing on key

prOviding directton, rather than as a way of'drawing a,line

as to what should be done and -141.1at should not be done to further

environmental education.

41.
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APPENDIX

.
METHODS FOR THE FACILITATOR TO CONSIDU

\
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METHODS FOR THE FAILITATOR TO CONSIDER

As issues and educational themes become more comple4 and as

peoille demand participation in policymaking, decisionmaking, and

issue resolution, it becomes increasingly clear that there is a

strong need to distinguish certain roles.

Anyone who is a strong advocate of a certain position finds

'it almost impossible to be, at the same time, the leader of a

group process involving a variety of positions.

Anyone who is highly knowledgeable about an issue, and who

is in a position to contribute greatly to a discuiion of an

issue, finds it almost impossible to provide a discussion group

with leadership and ttill contribute to the substance of the

discussions.

When issues or theMe&lgfe many-dimensional, and infbrmation

is being generated from all directions, people become frustrated

at the lack of organization of the informatpn, and inability to

make progress toward resolAion ofikomplex issues. .

It becomes a very difficult and demanding job just to help

a group to be effective. At the same-time, if one can learn to

facilitate the work of a group, so that the group does get a.

strong sense of both participation and achievement, the facilitator

role tan be very satitfying.

One of our findings is that Vere has been a very substantial

improvement in the state-ofrthe-art-of methods and metldology
,

available for use by groups, and most of this has taken place

since 1972. Persons who are not aware of these newer developments
1,

should become fully aware ,cf thp, if they desire to becomt more

effective facilitators of group activi,ty.

Same believe'that the use of'such Methods,will be the key

to maintaining,effective 1Q4a1,.regibbal, and s,tate responsibility
k

and authority Ion matters that might otherwise never bg saitably

resolved.

Nkv,

1 - s
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Volume 4 treats these methods of collective inquiry, and offers

examples and references. Persdns who are experienced facilitators,

but who are not aware of these methods are urged' to become more

familiar with them.
.

In this Appendix, it is intended to rest ict our,discussion

only to the lise of some of those methods as a wax of facilitating

a group activity aimed at developing a conceptual design for a

Regional EnvironmentalhLearning System, using the general approach

set forth in this Volume.

In the description given in Chapter",3, we avoided the use of

technical language wherever possible, in the beliefAthat the

technical aspeCtAhould be the'province of the facilitator.

1

The group is the source of su

[

stantive knowledge and. belief,

but 'the methods and the'facil tator who understands how to use

these Methods are the source of ways to help the group take

maximum advantage of its collective knowledge and information

resources.

THREE METHODS

We shall assume a knowledge on.the part of the facilitator of

three methods for helping groups. If the facilitator ;lacks this,

no Tesie, reference to Volume 4 is,recommended. The thrall, methods

that we assume*familiarity'with are: (a) Brainwriting (ideawriting),

(b) Nominal Group Technique (NGT), and (c) Interpretive Structural

Modeling (ISM)., The first two are largely interchangeable in function,

being designed to help groups generate ideas relevant to whatever

iss e is be-trig considered. The third is intended to help groups

or anize their information.

STEPS IN CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

We discussed, in Chapter 3, sevtral steps in condeptual design.

We shall essentially repeat, that discussion here, except with more

elaboration and detail, including those technical matters that

a gooct, facilitator can be expected to comprehend and manage.

4



Step 1. Mission Statement

In this.step, as i n several others, a group will ha've a choice-

of three possibilities:

(a) Ded'ide to use
4
an already-available item withput
,

modification

(b) Modify an already-available item to suit local A

conditions
44 '

(c) Start from the beginning and develop the item

We have provided two mission statements for environmental education.

One is in capsule form. The other is in the form of an intent

structure. These have been arrived 'at after extensive study.

Persons who undertake to start over 'will have, we believe, a rather

Officult task ahead of them.

However it is possible to develop either a capsu1e mission

statement or an intent structure at a local level. The capsule

mission statement would not be subject to treatment via the

methods we have mentioned.

If a group wishes to develop an intent structure, the facilitator

should know that many groups have done this following a standard

pattern. Either brainwriting or.NGT is used to jenerate a set of

objectives in writtqn form. These are edited. Then the ISM

process is used to structure the objectives.

These are some of the benefits:

(a) The grpup i-eaches a kommon understanding on what is

to be achieVed,

A

(b) The group documents, that understanding.

(c) A,sense of structure and relationship among objectives

is aChieved that helpi.people understand better how

to go about achieving objectives

(d) If newcomers join a continuing effort,.the documentation

is available to help them catch up w4th the group.

(e) Observers have a.way of seeing, on paper, where the

group is headed, and comparing it with their own

perceptions

A

rty
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Step 2. Options Generation

As an .experienced facilitator, you will recotnize .6e value o

using idea generation methods to help the group be creitive

to help assure that everyone gets their ideas into the idea mill

.
The newer metObds of idea generation 1-jave many advantages over

the ol4er methods. Brainwriting or NGT Fan be used to draw out

most f the ideas of a group in a short time (less, than an hour).

For conceptual design,the first kind of idea generation
0

inVblves the generation of options. An option is something that

is,perceived as a possible choice that ,could be made later in '

4

order to arrive at a conceptual design of a system.
_

It is usually true that if a grouLtAes to generate ideas

to fit within a ttructure of some kind, this inhibits the work

of the group a great deal. Therefore we urge that the group

be asked to generake optioRs,-but not to try to imagine that t ey

are in any preconceived set of categorfts. Categorization will
_.

usually be needed, but it can come later eter the options themselves

have,been generated.

Step 3'72 Categorization-of Option-s

The ISM process,can be used to help a group arrive at a

categorization of options. ,If the group has access to atime-

shared computer through a terminal and a telephone line, this

will be very helfrful, but some facilitators have learned to

carry out the ISM process without the computer. We don't

recommendrthis, except for a very s011ful individual. I1V

The relationship to be used in structurtng is in the

same category as". If the grbup stectures the optiOns using

this relationship, animakes modest amendments to the final

result, you should find tilAI all the options can be placed in

meaningful categories without too much trouble.

You will notice that we have giveNset of options and have

placed-them in categories. We will mention this ag%in in more

detail shortly.

a

A



Stdo 4. Identification of Design Dimensions

Good facilitators umderstand that a point may come in the

#work"of a group where some steps must be taken that are

necessary to get results, even if some damage is done to the.

participatift.

It may turn out that the number of categories found.in

Step 3 is quite large, and that the amount of work facing the

grq to deal with all these categories is horrendous'. Even r

this js not true, it may be that some of the categories are

not useful. At

In this Step 4, the'group is asked to decide whether each .

category should be retained or not. The test.to be used is

whether theardup feels that it is necessary'to make a choice

of options in that particular category in order to be able to

arrive at a conceptual design of a sYstem.

If the group believes that a category is essential, then

we say that category is a dimension' of the system to be

designed.

Now it may turn out that all categories will be judged to

be dimensions. If this is so, it simply means that the.facilitator

and the group have their work cut out fdr them.

Just as it is not right to keep categories in that are not

necessary, so it is not right to take them out if they are neceelW,S,.

You can see, by reference toTigure 3.1 that we have identified

ten dimensions for the design of a RELS, and that we have shown

.46 options arrayed under the feedimensions.

Step 5, Construction of Options Field

The construction of the options field is just a.drafting or

*typing job. Figure 3.1 shows how atompleted options Veld looks.

The options are grouped under their designated categories, and
.

1 thetategoriis are the ones that have been identified as dimensions.

The bullets inlfront of the options are.available as ways to

ctie selected options to.the "tie line", a step that will be discussed

later. ,
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Step 6. Describing, the Options *and Mynaions

While not strictly necessary for the working group, it seems

highly advisable for4Purposes of educating others about the work

of the group to make up a written description of the options and

dimens1ons4, "so as to consolidate the results of.the work so far.

Step 7. Developing_the Restrictions Structpre

One of the problems that the group will recognize, knowing

that they will be asked to decide Which options' shou.0 be

selected for the conceptual design, iS'that there must be a way

of deciding in what order the choices will be made.

The way in which an order can be specified is simply to -

specify which'dimension will be used to make the first choice,

which dimension to make the second choice, and so on.

Without such an unde'r'standing, the group would probably

f)ounder, One of the difficulties is 'that the'groupvcannot readily

distinguish (without' help) between built-in constraints and the

exercise of free choice.

Our solution to this is to deal with'the built-in constraints

first.

° The way this is done is to isk the group to structure the

dimensions using the ISM Process. This will be done, as usual,

in a group discussion mode, and the options field will be in front

of everyone as a visual aid to.the discussion.

The typical question is:
/1

"Is there some option in dimenston X, which, if .chosen,

would eliminate some option in dimension Ytt/

This prototype question allows the ISM process to be used to

develop a restrictions structure on the dirensions.

The restrictions structure may have several disconnected patts.

Some of the parts may contain cycles. We will use the restrictions

structure as a given, and as a partial initial structure, to be

modified further by group preferbnce in arrivipg at a sequence of

consideratioh of dimensions.

I
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. If there are any cycles in the.restrictions structure, each
lb

is dealt with separately. Each of them can be structured into

a linear sequence using the typical question: .

Step 8. Developing a Composite Precedence Structure

"Do you prefer tO make a choice in dimension X

before making a choice in dimension Y?"

° After each cycle is structured this way, the partial sequence

ahould be displayed before the group on a blackboard or other

large display. The group then is asked to decide on an order

for working with each part of the resulting structure. (Of course

if there 'isoonly one part, there is nothing left to decide.)

We are assuming that the group prefers to deal first with those

dimensions that are most highly restrictive, since this will

simplify their succeeding work. In any case such a choice is

not constraining, because iteration is almost always needed anyway.

Again the ISM process can be used (with the bordering algorithm),

but it may well not be necessary to use the computer. If there are

just three or four parts, the facilitator can probably,get the

. group to develop the rest of the composite precedence structure

by,asking a few Oestions. -

When this step is complete, tpLe group will have a linear

hierarchy containing, as many levels as there are dimensions tn

the options field. 111is will show tow the group intends to

sequence-their decision making as they begin to choose options.

Step 9. Choosing from the First Dimension

Next the group is asked to choose one option (or more than

one, a composite option) from the first dimension. It is

possible to use ISM for this purpose, with a relationship like

"is preferred to", but it may not be necessary unless the number

..of options is rather large, such as ten or more. If

As soon as the group has decided on the option(s), the appropriate

bullet is tied to the tyine in full view of the group.



Step 10. Ruling Out Option(s) .

Next the group is asked to identi any options in other

dimensions that haye been ruled o t'by the choices'ade in

the first dimension. If ther are any, lines are drawn through

these options on the optiots profile, to indicate that the group

need no longer' deal wfth these options, since they have ruled

them out by their own choice.

The group can take advantage of their prior work with the

restrict-16ns structure. If that §tructure is displayed for- the

group, it reminds them of the restrictions that they had

identified earlier,4nd helps with the ruling out of options.

Step 11. Repetition

Next, Steps 9 and 10 are repeated until all of the dimensions

have been addressed in sequence. When this is done, we say that

the group has drafted an options profile.

Step 12. r Checking and AMending

The next step is for the group toljeview the work they have

done and see whether they are dissatisfied with anything that

they have produced. If so; amendments Can be made at this'point.

4rep 13., tbcumenting

Afterthe group'is Saiisfied that it has al acceptable options

profile, it is worth documenting much of the'thinking that went

into this.production. If fesources are available,,,a report that

explains the activity, the,thinking,:abd the results should
i?

provide a useful communication and ,education,,t001..,

sully FLW CHARTs,

Summary floW'charts that highlight the foregotng are provided,

in Figures )172',/and A73.

lot
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1.

A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
IS TO BE CREATED

FOR A SYSTEM

NAME THE SYSTEM

GENERATE A SET OF
DESIGN OPTIONS

(Use Brainwriting,
Nominal Group ilechnique,

or other method)

CATEGORIZE THEOPTIONS
INTO DIMENSIONS ,

(Use ISM or
manual sorting)

;-

NAME EACH DIMENSION

CARRY OUT
VALIDITY TEST
FOR EACH DIMENSION

1 1/
4

I OR I

kl.ARE ALL THE

IMENSIONS VALID?
1

I NO IYES

,i 4,

REVISE OPTIONS FIELD
DIMENSIONS IS COMPLETE

aP

"precedes"

Figure A-1 FORMING ALGORITHM (a procedure for forming the Options Field) 1



Se.

a

r

1 ARE THERE ANY CYCLES
IN THE

1

RESTRICTION STRUCTURE?

.OPTONS FIELD
IS AVAILABLE

DEVELOP RESTRICTION
STRUCTURE FOR THE

DrMENSIONS
(Use ISM)

'1YES 1461

DEVELOP A PRECEDENCE
STRUCTURE FOR EACH CYCLE

DEVELOP COMPOSITE
PRECEDENCE STRUCTURE
(Use ISM Bordering

Algorithm)

(rev
ARE ALL DIMENSJONS
CONTAINED IN ONE

CONNECTED STRUCTURE?

[-YES

PORTRAY THE
SEPARATE STRUCTURES

A PRECEDENCE STRUCTURE
ON THE DIMENSIONS

IS COMPLETE
(having k levels)

"preced"

Figure .A-2.',SEQUENCING AtGORITHM (procedure for deciding in what order
to look at the dimensions, in selecti7 options)
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OPTIONS.PROFILE
AND: k-LEVEL PRECEDENCE_STRUCTURE

. ON ITS DIMENSIONS
ARE AVAILABLE

SET Iflux

OES LEVEL i.
CON ST OF A CYCLE?

I YES

SELECT OPTIONS
COLLECTIVELY
FROM EACH
DIMENSION
IN THE CYCLE

NO

IS FREEDOM
AVAILABLE AT
THIS LEVEL?

CONNECT THE'
SELECTED
OPTIONS TO
THE TIE LINE

CONNECT THE
PREDETERMINED
OPTION TO THE
TIE LINE

SELECT AN OPTION
FROM THE DIMENSION
AND CONNECTAT TO THE
TIE LINE

11"pre

cedes"

+

1 OR f

IS THE OPTIONS

PROFILE CiMPLETE
(i.e., I i = k?)

FOLLOWING SEQUENCE
IN PRECEDENCE STRUCTURE

DELETE RESTRICTED OPTIONS
FROM DIMENSIONS i+1 TO k

REPLACE i WITH 1+1 1

YES

11110000

Figure A-3 CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM (procedure for constructing
the 'Options Profile)
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4 THE LAW OF REQUISITE-koLETY

If, in addition to beigg a facilitator, you are a systems-

oriented individual, you may be familiar with the Law of RtTutstte

Veriety, This Law, forqulated by the late Professor Ashby,

states, lin essence, that. if an issue or system or problem has

a certain number, say N, dimensions, then you must, if you wish

to resolve that issue or design that system or solve that problem,

create a resolution or design or solution that, itself,11011t1

dimensions.

The dimensionality of the remedy, must match the dimensionality

of the disease.

In presenting.this rather-4nvolved methodology for the

conceptual 'design of a RELS, we are primarily motivated by the

belief that there is no substitute for thorough, high quality,

conceptual effort in ameliorating the problems that face our

society today. We see nothing unique about environmental

education, from this,perspective'. It is a field that offers as

much of a challenge as many of the more pubTticized problems.

We believe that some of the factors stressed in the Environmental .

"Education Act, such as economics, population, etc., could sensibly

be addressed thrtugh the use of the methodology we have set forth

for the design of a RELS.

While we understand the reasons that systematic methods often

are not used wither to analyze, to design, or to communicate,

we also understand that the consequentes are often severe, and

they damage bur sense of what is right.
4

It is our coniviction that skillful facilitators can help to

develop a new sense of responsibility, and a new respect for the

use of knowledge at the same time as they are helping people to

be more effective in working toward goals to which they are

Already committed%

_/`
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UNIVERSITY OPVIRGINIA

School of EngineeriN and Applied Scien.Ce

The University of Virginia's School of Engineering and APplied Science has an undergraduate
enrollment of approximately 1,300 studentS.with a graduate enrollment of approximately 500. There are
125 faculty members, a majority of whom conduct research in addition tO teaching.
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